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We consider a linear control problem under the action of an interference

ẋ = A(t)x+ φB(t)ξ + η, x(t0) = x0; x ∈ IRm, t ≤ p .

Here, p is given end time of the control process; t0 is given initial time; φ ∈ IR
and ξ ∈ M ⊂ IRs are control; set M is connected, compact and symmetric
with respect to the origin in IRs; interference η belongs to connected compact
Q ∈ IRm; A(t) and B(t) are continuous for t0 ≤ t ≤ p matrices.

Admissible control are non–negative function φ(·) ∈ Lq[t0, p] and arbitrary
function ξ : [t0, p] × IRm → M . Interference realizes as arbitrary function η :
[t0, p] × IRm → Q. This definition of the control arises in control problems for
mechanical systems of variable composition [1]. For example, the law of variation
of a reaction mass is defined as a function of time, and the control affects the
direction of relative velocity in which the mass is separated.

A quality index of control is value

G(|〈ψ, x(p)〉 − C|) +

∫ p

t0

φq(r)dr . (1)

Here, ψ ∈ IRm is given vector; 〈·, ·〉 is scalar product in IRm; C is given value;
G : IR+ → IR is given function. The aim of control consists in minimization of
guaranteed result of the quality index (1).

The control problem is considered within the theory of guaranteed result op-
timization [2]. With the help of a linear change of variables, the control problem
comes down to a homogeneous differential game [3]. An optimal control existence
theorem is proved. Necessary and sufficient conditions are found under which an
admissible control is optimal.
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